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How to Share Data and Code when SubmittingPapers to a Journal: Transparent Data (Howto do X in Linguistics 8)
Johann-Mattis List
Department of Linguistic and Cultural Evolution
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology

When sharing data and code when submitting papers to a journal, you need to make sure
that the reviewers can test and inspect your data as conveniently as possible. In between
reviews, you should also be maximally transparent on any changes that have been made to
the data or the code underlying your study. When using data that was published elsewhere,
this means you should pay specific attention to the versions you have used and make sure
they are readily accessible.

Describe Your Data Transparently
It is not enough to just provide a dump of all the data you used when you submit your studies to ajournal. In order to make it easy for everybody to reproduce your studies, you should always describeyour data carefully. Typically, you can do this in a README file which you provide along with yourdata. In such a file, you should exhaustively describe all files that are used, explain the format, andalso make clear how they relate to the research questions. Specifically when using tabular data, it isalways better to be verbose rather then sparse with descriptions. Ideally, each column of your comma-separated-values (CSV) file is described in your README file. It would even be better if you providedmetadata along with CSV files, such as it is recommended by the CSVW initiative, which providesguidelines how to share tabular data on the web (W3C 2015).In any case, you should never take it for granted that people just look at your data and understandthe structure immediately without any further description. All too often, however, data is exactlypresented in this form: as if it was obvious what abbreviations in CSV files refer to, or as if it is clearwhat separator is being used in a comma-separated value file. So far, more standardization in thisregard never really hurts, so I recommend everybody producing data for computational studies to takethe documentation of data formats (and specifically the semantics underlying spreadsheet data)serious. You will see that the extra time you spend on explaining your data structure to other peoplemay also help yourself, especially in those situations where you intend to reuse the data you coded acouple of years ago yourself. Similar to programming, where documentation of code is an investmentin the future, documenting the structure of datasets may prevent future data loss.

https://www.w3.org/ns/csvw
https://digling.org/evobib/?bibtex=W3C2015
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Using Explicit Data Versions in Your Studies
It is incredible how many different versions of certain datasets are being used and produced withoutscholars paying due attention to it. The famous Dyen database, for example, typically attributed toDyen et al. (1997), which was underlying many early studies on phylogenetic reconstruction inhistorical linguistics, was originally presented in such a strange format (see Geisler and List 2010),that many people parsed binary cognate set information independently into nexus files, therebycreating slightly different versions that were later reused, modified, and reused, until the data finallydissapeared from the website where it was originally posted. Since scholars barely parsed the dataalong with lexical entries, but rather only extracted the numerical cognate information, errors couldeasily slip in, and it is impossible to identify where these errors happened, since the connection to theoriginal data has been lost when people decided to throw parts of the data away.Plans to improve on the data culminated in the IELex databse (Dunn 2012), which itself has goneoffline now, but was reused in parts again in a couple of studies, each of which would use a slightlydifferent derived version (Bouckaert et al. 2012, Chang et al. 2015). I myself created an early versionfor the purpose of automated cognate detection (List 2014), which has been reused several times now(Jäger et al. 2017), so that by now it is no longer clear to which degree modifications were done duringpublications.Luckily, we are now in a situation where the version control system GIT is underlying all largercode repositories and scholars have started to versionize the data they produce very clearly. Thismeans, that it is now also time for those who use the data to stop shuffling text files around, and to startworking with clear versions of individual datasets.When working with datasets not distributed by yourself, you should resist the initial temptation tosuck the datasets into your private coding ecosystem and convert them to the formats you prefer foryour applications. If you need to do so, you should first make sure to check if the data has an officialversion, and if not write down the date when you conducted your conversion. But even moreimportantly, you should make the conversion transparent, by providing the script that you used inorder to retrieve the data in your internal formats from the original source.If your data is shared in CLDF formats, which we have been propagating for some years now(Forkel et al. 2018), the data will typically be versionized, and the CLDF packaging format shouldallow you to access the data without conducting any more complex manipulations. As a result, thereis typically no need to modify the data further. What you should do instead is to use the possibilitiesto parse CLDF data directly. If you use Python, you can for example use the pycldf software package.I have illustrated how the package can be used to access the data of the World Atlas of LanguageStructures (Dryer and Haspelmath 2013) in an earlier blog post (List 2021). If you use R, there is thercldf package (Greenhill 2020), which you could give a try, or you could look at a recent study byDediu (2021), where the CSV files of the CLDF package of the Phoible database (Moran and McCloy2018) are accessed directly.In any case, if you work with large datasets like WALS that have been used by many studies in thepast, you should never make your own custom version and use it, claiming that you use the originaldata. Most of the larger datasets have now clear-cut versions, and an increasing amount of datasets isnow also shared in the form of CLDF. So there is no excuse to use dumps extracted from scraping theCLLD websites, as it is unfortunately still done at times (Xu et al. 2020.
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Summary
I often have the impression that people give much less importance to the beauty of their data than tothe beauty of their wordings in their articles. This is a pity, since our data reflects our research in amuch more direct way than our writings. Imagine chefs who cook incredibly tasteful meals but do notcare to keep their kitchen clean. Would you still want to eat in their restaurants? And would you notrather like to know how they lead their kitchen, instead of trusting them blindly that they follow basichygiene standards? However, similar to keeping a kitchen clean, sharing data transparently is nevereasy, and there may always be room for improvement.
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